“FBI Director Robert Mueller on Monday criticized the U.S. Supreme Court’s
recent ruling that Americans have a right to own guns for self-defense and
hunting, saying it may harm efforts to deter violent crime.” AP, July 1, 2008
The enemy has you in his sights and has succeeded into maneuvering most gun owners
and gun organizations into placing false hopes in the court system... Along with endorsing
cowardly and monumentally stupid policies using more of your tax dollars to expand the
BATFE!
Be part of the support that makes 2A TODAY FOR THE USA a reality. A
history-making educational tool to destroy “gun control”.
Please send me your most generous donation today so we can win in the most important
court of all -- the court of public opinion. Heller is a brutal lesson that has taught us that
winning in the court of public opinion is where our ultimate victory can only be found.`
Yours for Liberty,

Aaron Zelman
Executive Director
P.S. I had the good fortune to arrange a featured personality for this ground-breaking
film. One of the best known and articulate worldwide figures in the personal right
to self-defense movement.
P.S.S. We’re running out of time to win this battle. Please generously support
2A Today For The USA or watch the last of your Second Amendment rights
ground to dust in courtrooms across the country.

The Supreme Court Sucker Punched
Your Second Amendment Rights!
Our Counter Strike Won’t Let This Happen Again
Dear JPFO Member:
The Supreme Court narrowly ruled 5 – 4 in the Heller vs. District of Columbia
case that the Second Amendment protects an individual right to own a handgun for selfdefense in the home. A limited victory... already turning into a disaster.
A disaster? Here’s why...
For example, The Brady Center for the Prevention of Handgun Violence loves the
vague Heller decision. In their opinion the lower courts will view the decision as a green
light for every “gun control” law imaginable -- except for an outright ban on handguns.
This is because the court decision still allowed that your Second Amendment rights
can be regulated, leaving the door wide open for “reasonable” controls. This loophole has
already fueled rapidly accelerating proposals to...
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Demand surrender of your most personal medical records before allowing
you to own an firearm.
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Restrict transportation and places of use.
Classify any firearms with a magazine as a “machinegun”.
Bans on virtually every of military pattern firearm.
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Heller is Hell for Gun Owners.
The narrow ruling has already dropped the guard of tens of millions of gun owners.
Gun prohibitionists are regrouping everywhere, at every government level, to overturn
Heller -- and it won’t be that difficult if we stand by and do nothing.
Without a new, dynamic education strategy the Second Amendment movement
will be fighting hundreds of new proposed laws and lawsuits. Heller will indeed become
Hell.
Washington D.C. has already denied the right of Richard Heller, the man who
appealed the D.C. gun ban to the Supreme Court, to register his pistol, based on the
argument that because it accepts a bottom loading magazine, it’s a “machinegun”.
The rest of newly proposed Washington D.C. regulations are equally ridiculous and/or
dangerous -- openly subverting the spirit of the Heller decision. Municipalities around
the country are already looking at these D.C. proposals as a model for their own
post-Heller regulations.
Once again, the media and entertainment industries are doing their part to re-kindle
gun control frenzy, starting with recently touted ammunition controls. For example...

“We need bullet control! I think every bullet should cost
five-thousand dollars. Because if a bullet cost five thousand
dollars, we wouldn’t have any innocent bystanders.”
- Chris Rock, Comedian

2A TODAY FOR THE USA
One of your fellow members donated $10,000 in seed capital to make a 12-minute
film – –2A Today For The USA– – explaining the six most vital things mainstream
Americans must fully understand about the Second Amendment.
The high impact film will...
1.

Showcase the unalienable right to defend our lives -- no matter what the
Supreme Court or any other government body says.
2. Detail the in-depth meaning of “shall not infringe”.

3.

Confirm why the militia system keeps government in check... and why every
American is part of the militia.
4. Debunk the “collective right” concept and other common gun grabber lies.
5. Expose the racist history of gun control.
6. Demonstrate why military-style arms may indeed be rightfully owned by
civilians -- and that this was the clear-cut intent of the founders.
It ends with a high-powered rebuttal of seven of the most sinister and widely touted
“gun control” lies.
Just imagine all this vital evidence professionally packaged into a high-impact
video available as a free download on the internet, including YouTube. This assures
global distribution in just days.
It will be quick and simple for you to forward copies to everyone you know,
including organizations for instant distribution to thousands -- if not millions.
The total budget is $29,500. We must immediately raise $19,500 to release the film
before the first round of post-Heller attacks begin with vengance.
The script is almost finished, film shots are being planned, and a major marketing
and P/R plan is already underway. But without your generous help this power-packed
strategy is dead in the water.

		

Your Chance to Set the Agenda
This is your rare opportunity to set the agenda, before freedom haters regain
momentum. But it works only if the truth reaches mainstream America with all the
resources available in our technological world.
After viewing 2A Today For The USA legions of Americans -- whether or
not gun owners -- will be able to instantly spot anti-gun comments, such as those by FBI
Director Robert Mueller’s for what they are: malicious and stupid.

